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Is seatgeek legit for concert tickets

6 Things You Should Know Before Buying SeatGeek SeatGeek Review Updated 20/04/20 1. Is SeatGeek legal? SeatGeek.com, launched in 2009, is a legit ticket platform that has sold millions of tickets in 10+ years, but has some negative reviews that say it wasn't the most reliable site. Overall, The SeatGeek review rating here is 2.9 out
of a 5-star rating with common complaints saying: &gt; prices w/ service fees (30-34%) is larger than others &gt; ticket delivery delayed by some orders for certain events, SeatGeek says they are looking for dozens of top ticket sites. _____ We want to hear from you. Share your SeatGeek review below (or click here).
_______________________________________________ 2. What's good about SeatGeek?      &gt; searches dozens of top sites for the best price tickets &gt; price match guarantee (spot a better deal and they include the difference) &gt; deal score system (analyzes and rates all ticket sellers) &gt; 10 years in the business (started in
2009) &gt; top-rated Inc. The 5000 company currently has a SeatGeek A+ rating on the BBB (as of March 2020) with a 3.5 out of 5-star rating from 199 reviews. _____ With the SeatGeek ticket exchange, they offer an exclusive platform for selling tickets. SeatGeek seems to have a generally reliable and secure ticket exchange website
warranty. SeatGeek offers more than just a place to buy tickets they say, SeatGeek claims, they have the largest inventory on the web. ___ Here's through this Deal Score savings feature SeatGeek works, and has received positive feedback from buyers and sellers, as seen in SeatGeek's reviews. With the Deal Score system, SeatGeek
analyses and rates each ticket deal according to location seats, prices and historical data. _____ It's a good idea to check SeatGeek's reviews below for customers as well as to know if SeatGeek is still a good, legit and reliable ticket source by 2020. ___ We found you can find you can get $10 off SeatGeek with code: SEATGEEK10.
SeatGeek has been around since 2009 and is looking for dozens of top ticket sites and presents all tickets in one place. Bright seats vs. SeatGeek _____ You can choose to display price with fees so you know what you're paying in advance. SetGeek ticket fee price options to choose from. _______ In general, most SeatGeek reviews are
legit with a variety of complaints and postive experiences for customers. _______________________________________________ 3. How's the delivery of tickets? At this time it seems SeatGeek can only offer tickets to those what comes from: &gt; United States &gt; Canada &gt; Mexico SeatGeek offers these delivery options: &gt; e-
tickets are uploaded to your SeatGeek account within 48 hours of the event &gt; mobile transfers and flash seats are e-mailed within 48 hours of your event &gt; sent tickets that may vary but usually arrive within three days of the event???_ What are the service fees? Another common thing among ticket resale sites that are not popular is
hidden fees or bonuses at the checkout. With SeatGeek its service fees in the NBA is about 32% subtotal. _____SeatGeek.com__ __ Can I change or cancel my subscription? While this process by SeatGeek is becoming increasingly popular today, not all people are convinced of its effectiveness according to some Of SetGeek reviews.
One thing to keep in mind, all sales are final, and can't make changes after ordering SeatGeek. This policy is common on most ticket resale sites on the web. If your event is canceled and it's not overturned, you'll still get a money back. _________SeatGeek.com__ We also found, you can get $10 off SeatGeek with code: SEATGEEK10.
_______________________________________________ 6. All good alternative sites? Our top 3 ticket sites we like and use._______________________________________________ScoreBig &gt; good concerts, Broadway shows and sports ticketsWhy scorebig?     &gt; we tested them and received positive feedback from others on
ScoreBig safe checkout process &gt; get 10% off ScoreBig w/ coupon (code: welcome10) for your first order &gt; extra event ticket protection (get 100% reimbursed and 24/7 help) &gt; options to pay w/debit/credit card, credit card PayPal and PayPal credit (monthly
payments)_______________________________________________TicketClub &gt; good for all events w/ premier (no fees)Why TicketClub?     &gt; no fees w / $49 for premier membership (save up to 30% off fees) &gt; member-only ticket prices (w/ membership) &gt; students receive free TicketClub membership (usually $49.99) &gt;
100% safe checkout process &gt; extra event ticket protection (get 100% refundable and 24/7 help)_______________________________________________Ticket Exchange by TicketMaster &gt; Best Sports TicketsWhy Ticket Exchange by TicketMaster? This is the official resale site for the NBA, NHL, NFL and WNBA &gt; safe and
secure ordering process, which is easy &gt; 100% authentic tickets that are verified for the authenticity of TicketMaster &gt; tickets delivered within minutes of ordering an email delivery_______________________________________________ We don't compare seatgeek vs. StubHub, because some may ask what is the real difference,
and are StubHub legit and reliable? StubHub seems to have a greater choice of tickets to choose from for events in over 50 countries. SeatGeek's service charge is about 32% and StubHub's service fee is about 26.8%. _______ Your feedback is important. Keywords: SeatGeek.com reviews, is SeatGeek legit, is SeatGeek safe,
SeatGeek review 2020, is SeatGeek trusted, is SeatGeek real, SeatGeek reviews 2020 SeatGeek is a search engine used to find tickets for live events. These live events range from concerts to comedy, from sports to theatre, and everything between them. Built in 2009 by Jack Groetzinger and Russell D'Souza, it was the first-of-its-kind
product created to help alleviate the pain of trying to buy secondary, otherwise sold-out tickets online. Like other search engines, SeatGeek searches for tickets all over the web and aggregates the results on easy-to-use desktop and mobile platforms. Its user-friendly design and time-saving features are the reason it has been dubbed the
smart way to buy tickets. Where does SeatGeek get their tickets? The tickets displayed on SeatGeek are either from the secondary market (tickets re-sold) or from the primary markets that have allocated stock to SeatGeek. SeatGeek is also the primary ticket holder for all MLS and several NBA and NFL teams. In the above-mentioned
secondary market, many people (i.e. ticket brokers) do business with the purchase of tickets as soon as they are available on the primary market and then angling for profit by re-selling them on the secondary market (without the intention of participating in the event itself). Other times, tickets are listed by an ordinary person who was
unable to attend the event and try to sell their tickets instead of letting them go to waste. Can I trust the vendors of SeatGeek? Yes! Check out The SeatGeek buyer's warranty for more information about your marketplace policy. All other markets listed in SeatGeek offer 100% (or better) guarantees for tickets. (For example, if they do not
fulfill the order for the event or if the event is canceled.) What if my tickets are fake? Your tickets should never be fraudulent. (For more information, see an article dedicated to the theme of all invalid tickets.) Each seller has a money back guarantee, which forces a faulty ticketbroker to compensate you for up to 120% of the ticket price in
cases where they are counterfeit or have already been used. As a result, fraudulent ticket cases are extremely rare, as brokers do not have the incentive to tear people down. But if you ever get a fraudulent ticket, you should contact the seller you bought immediately and make it easier to return your money. If this seller is SeatGeek,
please contact them at hi@seatgeek.com. Bait and switch tactics? No way. Have you ever received tickets from us and the seats are not the same as where they appeared online? Here's why: SeatGeek cards 1,000s tickets from hundreds of vendors across the web, and in order to do so effectively they use a process called normalization.
Normalization is when data is systematically scraped from ticket sites and automatically transferred to the SeatGeek card, and then the event with the flow is displayed. As the increasing volume of ticket lists, errors are definitely happening. If there is a case where the ticket you received does not match the ticket shown on the SeatGeek
card, the company will work with you to resolve the issue. SeatGeek At-A-Glance *Founded in 2009 by Jack Groetzinger &amp; Russell D'Souza. * SeatGeek is a ticket reader and marketplace. This means they're displaying tickets all over the web and selling their tickets. * SeatGeek lists the primary ticket inventory of Telecharge,
Eventbrite and more. They're the main ticket holders at MLS. * All tickets that appear on SeatGeek have a full money back guarantee. *A list of the seller's contact numbers can be found here. * To email SeatGeek any questions, click here. * For the full SeatGeek FAQ, click here. Here.
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